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Beast of the West Returns for a Second Installment
Youth Wrestlers Bring Out Their Inner Beast Dec. 5-6
at Major Wrestling Tournament in Rocklin

Rocklin, CA - November 30- Every wrestler dreams of letting their inner beast shine
and that is exactly what youth wrestlers ages 5 to 16 will get the opportunity to do at the
Beast of the West Tournament. RMN Events and Placer Valley Tourism have teamed up
for the second year in a row to bring this phenomenal wrestling event back to Hardwood
Palace in Rocklin this coming weekend on Dec. 5-6.
Saturday will feature the age divisions 6-10U and 7-9 Rookie, whereas Sunday will focus
on 12-15U, 10-12 Rookie and 13-15 Rookie age divisions. They will utilize 14 mats for the
competitions with nearly 600 wrestlers competing each day.
Youth athletes and wrestling teams from more than 10 western states are expected to be
in attendance. First place winners in all divisions will awarded with an incredible
championship belt and second through sixth place will receive custom four-inch
medals.
RMN Events has an outstanding reputation for bringing top-level competition to their
tournaments and having the best opening ceremonies in the business. The Beast of the
West is no exception and will feature an amazing laser light show, special guests and
more.

Josh Gutierrez, Director for RMN Events commented, "Our goal is always to inspire,
encourage and recognize the youth; at RMN Events we truly believe the way these kids
will be recognized at this tournament will encourage and inspire their inner beast for
years to come."
If you would like to see these young wrestlers in action come on down to Hardwood
Palace located at 1091 Tinker Road in Rocklin.

Placer Valley Tourism [PVT] is made up of the 23 hotels in Roseville, Rocklin and
Lincoln, California. PVT recruits and supports hundreds of annual events with grants,
marketing, volunteers, and other services as needed. To learn more about how PVT can
help bring your event here, visit www.playplacer.com or call (916) 773-5400.
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